
 

The Prisoner of Azkaban is the third novel in the Harry Potter series. Released on 8 July 1999, it tells the story of Harry's third
year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, including his encounters with Sirius Black, Buckbeak, Dementors, along
with new Defence Against The Dark Arts professor Remus Lupin. The novel won several awards in 1999 including a Hugo
Award for Best Novel and an American Library Association Notable Children's Book. The British edition won the 2000
Whitbread Awards children's book award. In the summer before his third year at Hogwarts, Harry receives a Firebolt from his
godfather, Sirius Black. Harry learns from Ron that Sirius was expelled from Hogwarts for murdering Peter Pettigrew, who had
been a close friend of Harry's father James and a member of the Order of the Phoenix before he betrayed them to Lord
Voldemort. Harry is very defensive about his godfather's reputation and becomes angry with Lupin when he says that Remus'
fears have made him believe that there were Dementors near Godric's Hollow during James' imprisonment. In fact they were
stationed in Hogsmeade as part of the new protective charms that have been placed on the village as a precaution against
Voldemort. Ron, who has always defended Remus, tells Harry that Lupin is just afraid. When Harry tries to tell Lupin that
Sirius would never attack him Harry realises that the supposed attack by Sirius was merely a ruse to get the Order to investigate
the supposed murder scene. Lupin agrees with this view and all three boys make plans for what should be done about Pettigrew's
remaining cursed, Pettigrew's hand still being present in his grave. After noticing Pettigrew's missing hand in his stomach,
Professor McGonagall orders her students into the castle, out of fear that it could contain a vial of Lord Voldemort's blood.
Lupin leaves, but not before telling Harry that he knows Harry can feel sorry for being disloyal to his godfather. Remus Lupin is
the new Defence Against the Dark Arts teacher at Hogwarts this year, as Snape is now Headmaster. He first appears on the train
to Hogwarts warning students not to believe the stories about Sirius Black anymore. He also sees that Harry has a Firebolt,
though it's unclear how he recognises it. Harry feels suspicious of Lupin because he doesn't know why he had left Gryffindor
after James and Sirius left Hogwarts. Lupin, however, does feel suspicious of Harry, Ron and Hermione for being connected
with Sirius. Harry tells Lupin that he had seen Pettigrew's hand in his stomach but Lupin doesn't believe him. The truth of why
Pettigrew is still cursed is that James Potter had cursed his hand with silver after he had betrayed the Potters. Ron reminds
Harry that Pettigrew's hand was still in the grave when they discovered it, which makes Pettigrew's disappearance even more
suspicious. Harry talks to Lupin about what happened at the graveyard when Sirius attacked him.
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